The three-parameter lognormal distribution (LN3) is one of the most versatile distributions. Its application can be seen in various fields such as agriculture, entomology, economics, geology, industry, quality control and hydrology. In finance, Levy and Kroll [1] used the three-parameter lognormal distribution (LN3) to derive an efficient investment rule. The lognormal distribution is also useful in modeling data which would be considered normally distributed except for the fact that it may be more or less skewed. Such skewness occurs frequently when means are low, variances are large and values cannot be negative [2] .
INTRODUCTION
The three-parameter lognormal distribution (LN3) is one of the most versatile distributions. Its application can be seen in various fields such as agriculture, entomology, economics, geology, industry, quality control and hydrology. In finance, Levy and Kroll [1] used the three-parameter lognormal distribution (LN3) to derive an efficient investment rule. The lognormal distribution is also useful in modeling data which would be considered normally distributed except for the fact that it may be more or less skewed. Such skewness occurs frequently when means are low, variances are large and values cannot be negative [2] .
In literature, the studies on lognormal distribution are relatively scarce. Some studies applied this distribution on the L-moment method with historical flood [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and wage [8] [9] [10] . From these studies, L-moments method was shown as the superior method for parameter estimation method of LN3 distribution whether in wage and income area and historical flood. L-moments sometimes bring even more efficient parameter estimations of the parametric distribution than those estimated by the maximum likelihood method for small samples in particular [11] .
Bilkova [8] had done the application of L-moments in the case of larger samples for wage and the comparison of the precision of L-moments with other methods (moment, quantile and maximum likelihood method) of parameter estimation the case of larger samples. She used two types of data, namely data sets of individual data and data ordered to the form of interval frequency distribution and the LN3 distribution was used as the theoretical model. From her studies, the method of L-moments provides the most accurate results, which are even more accurate than the results obtained using the maximum likelihood method. Other researchers applied the parameter estimation of LN3 distribution on historical flood [7] . They compared the ordinary moment method; the curve-fitting method with absolute norm and the L-moment estimation were also carried out using Monte-Carlo experiments. The results showed that L-moment estimation is the preferred method and therefore recommended to be used in their practice.
Similarly, this study will use L-moment method as estimation parameter method of LN3 distribution. Since severe literatures proved that L-moment method produces a better result than maximum likelihood method [8] , moment method [7] [8] [9] , this paper will choose Trimmed L-moments (TL-moments) method to compare with L-moment method in estimating parameter of LN3 distribution.
TL-moment was introduced by Elamir and Seheult [12] with a view to increase the awareness towards the outliers. The TL-moments give zero weight to the extreme value, are easy to compute and are said to be more robust than the L-moments in the presence of outliers. A few studies have been done regarding on TL-moments method for several distributions. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Bilkova [22] [23] [24] [25] presented her papers that deal with an alternative approach to the construction of an appropriate parametric distribution for the considered data set using order statistics L-moment and TLmoment method of generalized Pareto (GPA) and LN3 distribution. The research variable is the net annual household income per capita (in CZK) in the Czech Republic (nominal income). As a conclusion, she found out that some theoretical and practical aspects of TL-moments are still the subject of research or they are remain for future research.
However, there is no further research investigating on flood frequency analysis on estimation parameter of LN3 distribution by L-moment and TL-moment method. This paper will deal to derive the expressions of TL-moments from the annual streamflows data and to fit the parameters of the LN3 distribution using TLmoments approach. Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted to compare the performance of Lmoment and TL-moment approach for the LN3 distribution. More specifically, we develop the method of TL-moment for the LN3 distribution, which is often employed in statistical analyses of hydrological data. The performance of the proposed estimators of the LN3 distribution was compared with the estimators based on L-moment estimators for various sample sizes and return periods.
THREE-PARAMETER LOG-NORMAL (LN3) DISTRIBUTION
The lognormal distribution finds its beginning in 1879 by F. Galton. The probability density function of threeparameter log-normal (LN3) distribution is:
where y = ln( x -α ) has a normal distribution with mean, µ and standard deviation, σ of the random variable's logarithm while α is scale or lower bound parameter. Additionally, µ is said to be a location parameter and σ is said to be a shape parameter of the lognormal density function. The corresponding cumulative distribution function is:
Hosking [26] used a modification of the Munro and Wixley [27] 
, and
. In this case, the LN3 distribution is also called the Generalized Normal distribution. It is often more advantageous to use a parameterization of the lognormal distribution. The advantage of this parameterization is that the LN3 distribution can fit data with positive skewness and a lower limit and negative skewness and an upper limit, while it also includes the normal distribution as a special case [28] .
METHOD OF PARAMETER ESTIMATION

L-Moment Method
Let x1 ≤ x2 ≤ … ≤ xn be the ordered sample of size n drawn from the distribution of x. The corresponding order statistics of sample size can be denoted by. x1:n ≤ x2:n ≤ … ≤ xn:n. Hosking [11] 
where
, the first four L-moments can be derived as follow: 
L-moment ratios are defined by Hosking [11] as: TL-moments η = 1 ratio can be defined as:
L-Moments and TL-Moments of the LN3 Distribution
The L-moments and TL-moments of the LN3 are obtained as follow: 
For TL-moments η = 2, 3, and 4 for LN3 distribution, the steps to find the first four TL-moments and TLmoments ratios are the same as the TL-moments η = 1 which used Eq. (12) and Eqs. (18)- (20) . The three parameters α, μ, and σ in the LN3 distribution can be estimated by matching the first three TL-moments to their sample estimates for a selected η. The scale and location parameter for each level of TL-moments estimated in Eqs. (23)- (24). Table 1 . By using the relationships of TL-Cs of the LN3 distribution, the shape parameter was developed as Eq. (25). 
where the coefficients, a vary with η and are given in the Table 2 . Table 1 Parameter estimates for L-moment and TL-moment of the LN3 distribution 
Parameter Estimates
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted to compare the performance L-moment, η = 0 and TLmoment, η = 1, 2, 3, and 4 for the LN3 distribution. The measures of performance that were used are the Relative Bias (RBIAS) and the Relative Root Mean Square Error (RRMSE).
The RRMSE and RBIAS can be represented as (27) where M is the sample size, i x and x is the estimated values and true value of the quantile. In each simulation, 5 000 samples are used for sample size 15, 30, 50, and 100. The quantile function x(F) that has been obtained for RRMSE and RBIAS values are F = 0.9, F = 0.95, F = 0.98, F = 0.99, and F = 0.995, i.e; Q10, Q20, Q50, Q100, and Q200.
Known Parent Distribution
The known parent distribution is useful to see the impact on the estimation when the assumed distribution function is similar to the parent distribution function. In this study, the LN3 distribution function is fitted to the generated LN3 samples. In this simulation, the value of parameter of location and scale is set to 0 and 1 [29] with shape parameter k is between 0.2 and 2.0. Tables 3 and 4 For the result of RBIAS values, the results from Table 4 show that the smaller σ, the quantile estimates for Lmoment and TL-moments are become more unbiased for mostly quantiles. When σ becomes larger, the quantile estimator becomes more positively biased. 
Unknown Parent Distribution
The unknown parent distribution is more useful to see the effect on the estimation when the assumed distribution is totally different from the parent distribution function. In this study, the LN3 distribution function fitted to generate Generalized Pareto (GPA), Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) and Generalized Logistic (GLO) samples. The quantile function x(F) of the GPA, GEV, and GLO distributions are showed in Eqs. (28)
The same parent distribution was applied as a parent distribution by using Monte Carlo simulation to see the performance of the L-moment, η = 0 and TLmoment, η = 1, 2, 3, and 4. The RBIAS and RRMSE values were obtained for quantile function x(F) for F = 0.90, F = 0.95, F = 0.98, F = 0.99, and F = 0.995, estimated by L-moments and TL-moments at samples n = 15, 30, 50, and 100. Box plot is used as a tool for grouping of the results based on statistical properties.
Box plot is a widely used graphical tool introduced by Tukey [30] . It is a simple plot of five quantities, namely, the minimum value, the lower quantile (q0.25), the median (q0.5), the upper quantile (q0.75) and maximum value. The criteria for selecting a suitable TL-moments level are based on the minimum achieved median of RRMSE or RBIAS values, as well as the minimum dispersion in the median RRMSE or RBIAS values indicated by both ends of the box plot. It is noted that a smaller median dispersion in RRMSE or RBIAS values would indicate better integration of the TL-moments levels, so it should also be used as selection criterion. (Figures 3(a) -3(d) ) have minimum dispersion in RBIAS. However, L-moment η = 0 of the GEV distribution and TL-moment η = 1 of the GLO distribution give minimum median in RBIAS (Figure 3(a) ). For sample size, n = 50, almost all TLmoment levels of the GLO distribution indicate the minimum dispersion in RBIAS (Figures 4(a) -4(d) ). TLmoment η = 4 of the GEV distribution (Figure 4(a) ) provides minimum median RBIAS value of 0.0000. The minimum dispersion RBIAS also can be seen at TLmoment levels of the GEV distribution in this figure. TLmoment η = 2 of the GEV distribution gives minimum median RBIAS value of -0.0003 (Figure 4(b) ). While, TLmoment η = 3 and 4 level of the GLO distribution has minimum dispersion RBIAS (Figures 4(c) and 4(d) ). The L-moment, η = 0 and TL-moment, η = 1, 2, 3, and 4 are used to estimate the parameter of LN3 distribution. Table 5 presents the parameter estimates of the LN3 distribution. Figures 5 and 6 show five LN3 distribution curves fitted to the data series by using Lmoment, η = 0 and the others by using TL-moments, η = 1, 2, 3, and 4. Figure 5 represents the annual maximum stream flows data from Sg. Trolak at Trolak, Perak, Malaysia. For Sg. Trolak data, frequency curves obtained by the TL-moments, η = 2, 3, and 4 lie much closer to the data than L-moment, η = 0 and TL-moments, η = 1 especially by the larger flows. For Sg. Slim data (Figure 6 ), all methods give almost fitted to the data. However, at the end of the flows, TL-moments are much closer to the data compared to L-moments. Hence, both data seem that TLmoments has good influenced by larger annual maximum flows. In contrast, L-moments (η = 0) shows the better trend by the small annual maximum flows. 
CONCLUSION
A robust generalization of population and sample Lmoments was defined by Elamir and Seheult [12] as a definition of population trimmed L-moments (TLmoments) and corresponding sample TL-moments. The L-moments, η = 0 and TL-moments η = 1 to η = 4 are used to estimate the regional parameters of the LN3 distribution. We used the combination of PWM and L-moment method to formulate the estimation of the LN3 distribution. Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted to compare the performance of L-moment, η = 0 and TL-moment, η = 1, 2, 3 and 4 for the LN3 distribution. For known parent distribution, the RRMSE result of TLmoment method is leading when LN3 shape parameter, σ becomes larger either in small sample size or big sample size. The quantile estimates for Lmoment and TL-moments are becoming more unbiased for most quantiles when σ becomes smaller. However, when σ becomes larger, the quantile estimator becomes more positively biased almost for all sample sizes. For unknown parent distribution, LN3 distribution function is fitted to generate GPA, GEV, GLO samples. Box plot is used as a tool for grouping the results based on statistical properties. The criteria for selecting a suitable TL- 
